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Across

5. able to be accessed or can be done

7. the past tense of profitable

12. as high as can go the best or the 

limit

15. when a person gets moved or 

patrolled out of a given area

16. an enemy or someone against 

another

17. able to adore

18. smart about things

19. not able to be seen

20. able to be carried with ease

22. something not ordinary 

unregulated

23. to fear nothing

25. to call or to speak to someone away

26. something that heals by covering

29. able to be reversed

31. pulling or lifting a given object

32. a good spirit of things

33. placed in the wrong area by 

accident

34. able to be noted

Down

1. able to bend and be malleable

2. a medical disorder which when a 

person has loss of partial or whole parts

3. where you get your grades or up

4. a foot a meter both metric and 

standard system

6. able to be profited off of

8. were competitors or teams battle 

for victory

9. a noisy area that has been 

disturbed

10. something contarary or different

11. when your tired

13. something that directs someone 

somewhere

14. something that protects you 

against an attack

21. a common household chore 

something disposed of

24. in the process of being developed

27. un readable hard to comprehend

28. the middle upper area of the body

30. something you feel (what are 

emogeis)


